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Abstract We review the concepts of hypertree decomposition and hypertree width
from a graph theoretical perspective and report on a number of recent results related to these concepts. We also show – as a new result – that computing hypertree
decompositions is fixed-parameter intractable.

1 Hypertree Decompositions: Definition and Basics
This paper reports about the recently introduced concept of hypertree decomposition
and the associated notion of hypertree-width. The latter is a cyclicity measure for hypergraphs, and constitutes a hypergraph invariant as it is preserved under hypergraph isomorphisms. Many interesting NP-hard problems are polynomially solvable for classes
of instances associated with hypergraphs of bounded width. This is also true for other
hypergraph invariants such as treewidth, cutset-width, and so on. However, the advantage of hypertree-width with respect to other known hypergraph invariants is that it is
more general and covers larger classes of instances of bounded width. The main concepts of hypertree decomposition and hypertree-width are introduced in the present
section. A normal form for hypertree decompositions is described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the Robbers and Marshals game which characterizes hypertree-width.
In Section 4 we use this game to explain why the problem of checking whether the
hypertree-width of a hypergraph is ≤ k is feasible in polynomial time for each constant k. However, in Section 5 we show that this problem is fixed-parameter intractable
with respect to k. In Section 6 we compare hypertree-width to other relevant hypergraph invariants. In Section 7 we discuss heuristics for computing hypertree decompositions. In Section 8 we show how hypertree decompositions can be beneficially
applied for solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Finally, in Section 9 we
list some open problems left for future research. Due to space limitations this paper is
rather short, and most proofs are missing. A more thorough treatment can be found in
[13,16,2,1,15,17], most of which are available at the Hypertree Decomposition Homepage at http://si.deis.unical.it/∼frank/Hypertrees.
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A hypergraph is a pair H = (V (H), E(H)), consisting of a nonempty set V (H) of
vertices, and a set E(H) of subsets of V (H), the hyperedges of H. We only consider
finite hypergraphs. Graphs are hypergraphs in which all hyperedges have two elements.
For a hypergraph H and a set X ⊆ V (H), the subhypergraph induced by X is the
hypergraph H[X] = (X, {e ∩ X | e ∈ E(H)}). We let H \ X := H[V (H) \ X]. The
primal graph of a hypergraph H is the graph
H = (V (H), {{v, w} | v 6= w, there exists an e ∈ E(H) such that {v, w} ⊆ e}).
A hypergraph H is connected if H is connected. A set C ⊆ V (H) is connected (in H)
if the induced subhypergraph H[C] is connected, and a connected component of H is a
maximal connected subset of V (H). A sequence of nodes of V (H) is a path of H if it
is a path of H.
A tree decomposition of a hypergraph H is a tuple (T, χ), where T = (V (T ), E(T ))
is a tree and χ : V (T ) −→ 2V (H) is a function associating a set of vertices χ(t) ⊆
V (H) to each vertex t of the decomposition tree T , such that for each e ∈ E(H)
there is a node t ∈ V (T ) such that e ⊆ χ(t), and for each v ∈ V (H) the set
{t ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ χ(t)} is connected in T .
We assume the tree T in a tree decomposition to be rooted. For every node t, T t
denotes
the rooted subtree of T with root t. For each such subtree T t , let χ(Tt ) =
S
v∈V (Tt ) χ(v).

The width of a tree decomposition (T, χ) is max |χ(t)| − 1 t ∈ V (T ) , and the
tree-width of H is the minimum of the widths of all tree decompositions of H.
Observe that (T, χ) is a tree decomposition of H if and only if it is a tree decomposition of H. Thus a hypergraph has the same tree-width as its primal graph.
Let H be a hypergraph. A generalized hypertree decomposition of H is a triple
(T, χ, λ), where (T, χ) is a tree decomposition of H and λ : V (T ) −→ 2E(H) is a
function associating a set of hyperedges λ(t) ⊆ E(H) to each S
vertex t of the decomposition tree T , such that for every t ∈ V (T ) we have χ(t) ⊆ λ(t). The width of a
generalized hypertree decomposition (T, χ, λ) is min{|λ(t)| | t ∈ V (T )}, and the generalized hypertree-width ghw(H) of H is the minimum of the widths of all generalized
hypertree decompositions of H.
A hypertree decomposition of H is a generalized
S hypertree decomposition (T, χ, λ)
that satisfies the following special condition: ( λ(t)) ∩ χ(Tt ) ⊆ χ(t) for all t ∈
V (T ). The hypertree-width hw(H) of H is the minimum of the widths of all hypertree
decompositions of H.
Example 1. Figure 1 shows a hypergraph H (consisting of 15 hyperedges and 19 vertices) and a tree decomposition of H. A generalized hypertree decomposition and a
hypertree decomposition of H are illustrated in Figure 2. The left set within each rectangle represents the λ-labels and the right set represents the χ-labels. The generalized
hypertree decomposition violates the special condition, because vertex 13 disappears
from node with λ-label {h10, h14} and it appears again in a subtree rooted at this node.
The generalized hypertree-width of H is 2, whereas its hypertree-width is 3.
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Figure 1. A hypergraph H (left) and a tree decomposition of H (right)
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Figure 2. Generalized hypertree decomposition (left) and hypertree decomposition (right) of H

Example 2. Let H be a the hypergraph with V (H) = {1, . . . , n} and


E(H) = {v, w} v, w ∈ V (H) with v 6= w ∪ V (H) .
Hence H is the hypergraph obtained from a complete graph with n vertices by adding
a hyperedge that contains all vertices. It is easy to see that hw(H) = 1 and tw(H) =
n − 1. Moreover, even the treewidth of the bipartite incidence graph of H is n − 1.
The structure of many problems can be described by hypergraphs (see also Section 8). Let us informally define a hypergraph decomposition as a method of dividing
hypergraphs into different parts so that the solution of certain problems whose structure
is best described by hypergraphs can be obtained by a polynomial divide-and-conquer
algorithm that suitably exploits this division. The width of such a decomposition is the
size of the largest indecomposable part of this division.
The importance of hypergraph decompositions (be it tree decompositions, hypertree
decompositions, or several others) lies in the fact that many problems can be polynomially solved if their associated hypergraph has a low width for the chosen decomposition
(see Section 8). The problem is thus to find decompositions that have the following
properties:
1. They should be as general as possible, i.e., so that the classes of hypergraphs of
bounded width are as large as possible. A criterion for comparing the generality of
decomposition methods will be given in Section 6.
2. They should be polynomially computable. More precisely, for each fixed constant
k, we want to be able to check in polynomial time whether a decomposition of
width k of an input hypergraph exists.

3. Hypergraph decompositions of bounded width should lead to the polynomial solution of the underlying problem (e.g. of constraint satisfaction problems as described
in Section 8). Typically, we expect that for a decomposition of a certain type, the
class of problems whose associated hypergraph has width bounded by k can be
solved in time O(nO(k) ).
Several decomposition methods satisfy properties 2 and 3, in particular the method
of hypertree decomposition. Hypertree decompositions also satisfy Property 1. By results of [15] and [2], which will be briefly reviewed in Section 6, the method of hypertree decompositions is – so far – the most general method satisfying all three of the
above criteria.

2 A Normal Form for Hypertree Decompositions
Let H = (V (H), E(H)) be a hypergraph, and let V ⊆ V (H) be a set of vertices and
a, b ∈ V (H). Then a is [V ]-adjacent to b if there exists an edge h ∈ E(H) such that
{a, b} ⊆ h \ V . A [V ]-path π from a to b is a sequence a = a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . , a` = b of
vertices such that ai is [V ]-adjacent to ai+1 , for each i ∈ [0, ` − 1]. A set W ⊆ V (H)
of vertices is [V ]-connected if, for all a, b ∈ W , there is a [V ]-path from a to b. A
[V ]-component is a maximal [V ]-connected non-empty set of vertices W ⊆ V (H) \ V .
For any set C of vertices, let edges(C) = {h ∈ E(H) | h ∩ C 6= ∅}.
Let HD = (T, χ, λ) be a generalized hypertree decomposition for H. For any vertex
v ∈ V (T ), we will often use v as a synonym of χ(v). In particular, [v]-component
denotes [χ(v)]-component; the term [v]-path is a synonym of [χ(v)]-path; and so on.
We introduce a normal form for generalized hypertree decompositions, and thus also
for hypertree decompositions.
Definition 1 ([13]). A generalized hypertree decomposition HD = (T, χ, λ) of a hypergraph H is in normal form (NF) if, for each vertex r ∈ V (T ), and for each child s
of r, all the following conditions hold:
1. there is (exactly) one [r]-component Cr such that χ(Ts ) = Cr ∪ (χ(s) ∩ χ(r));
2. χ(s)
S ∩ Cr 6= ∅, where Cr is the [r]-component satisfying Condition 1;
3. ( λ(s)) ∩ χ(r) ⊆ χ(s).
Intuitively, each subtree rooted at a child node s of some node r of a normal form
decomposition tree serves to decompose precisely one [r]-component.
Theorem 1 ([13]). For each k-width hypertree decomposition of a hypergraph H there
exists a k-width hypertree decomposition of H in normal form.

3 Robbers and Marshals
In [29], graphs G of treewidth k are characterized by the so called Robber-and-Cops
game where k + 1 cops have a winning strategy for capturing a robber on G. Cops can
control vertices of a graph and can fly at each move to arbitrary vertices, say, by using
a helicopter. The robber can move (at infinite speed) along paths of G, and will try to

escape the approaching helicopter(s), but cannot go over vertices controlled by a cop. It
is, moreover, shown that a winning strategy for the cops exists, iff the cops can capture
the robber in a monotone way, i.e., never returning to a vertex that a cop has previously
vacated, which implies that the moving area of the robber is monotonic shrinking. For
more detailed descriptions of the game, see [29] or [16].
In order to provide a similarly natural characterization for hypertree-width, a new
game, the Robber and Marshals game (R&Ms game), was defined in [16]. A marshal is
more powerful than a cop. While a cop can control a single vertex of a hypergraph H
only, a marshal controls an entire hyperedge. In the R&Ms game, the robber moves on
vertices along a path of H (i.e., a path of the primal graph H) just as in the robber and
cops game, but now marshals instead of cops are chasing the robber. During a move
of the marshals from the set of hyperedges
the set of hyperedges E 0 , the robber
S E to S
0
cannot
S pass through the vertices in B = ( E) ∩ ( E ), where, for a set of hyperedges
F , F denotes the union of all hyperedges in F . Intuitively, the vertices in B are those
not released by the marshals during the move.
In this game, the set of all marshals is considered to be one player and the robber
the other player. The marshals objective is thus to move a marshal (via helicopter) on
a hyperedge containing the vertex occupied by the robber. The robber tries to elude
capture. As for the robber and cops game, we distinguish between a general (not necessarily monotone) and a monotone version of the R&Ms game. In the monotone version
of the game, the marshals have to make sure, that in each step the robber’s escape space,
i.e., the component in which the robber can freely move around, decreases. The (monotone) marshal-width of a hypergraph H, mw(H) (and mon-mw(H), respectively), is
the least number k of marshals that have a (monotone) winning strategy in the robber
and k marshals game played on H (see [1,16] for more precise definitions).
Clearly, for each hypergraph H, mw(H) ≤ mon-mw(H). However, unlike for
the robber and cops game, the marshal width and the monotone marshal width differ.
Adler [1] proved that for each constant k there is a hypergraph H such that mon-mw(H)−
mw(H) = k.
In [16] it is shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the winning
strategies for k marshals in the monotone game and the normal-form hypertree decompositions of width at most k.
Theorem 2 ([16]). A hypergraph H has k-bounded hypertree-width if and only if k
marshals have a winning strategy for the monotone R&Ms game played on H.

4 Computing Hypertree Decompositions
For each constant k it can be decided in polynomial time whether a given hypergraph
H has a k-bounded hypertree decomposition. In this section we briefly sketch the algorithm k-decomp which solves this problem in logarithmic space via alternating
computations.
The algorithm is best understood via the monotone R&Ms game. A typical game
situation is depicted in Figure 3, where we assume that the marshals are at some instant
in position R, i.e., occupy a set R of k hyperedges, and that the robber is in a component
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Figure 3. Marshals moving from position R to position S

S
CR corresponding to this position of the marshals, i.e., in an [ R]-component CR . In
the next move, the marshals must chase the robber within CR . They move to a new
position S ⊆ E(H) determined by at most k hyperedges. This move is a correct move
in the game iff the following conditions are satisfied: (a) the robber cannot escape from
component CR during or after the move of the marshals, and (b) the escape space of the
robber is effectively shrinking.
Condition (a) is mathematically expressed through the statement
(a) ∀P ∈ edges(CR ), (P ∩

[

R) ⊆

[

S.

S
In fact, since
S CR is an [ R]-component, all ways out of it pass through the set of
vertices R of R. Thus, if there is a way out of CR , there must be an edge P of
edges(CR ) leading from CR into R. However, by the above
S condition (a), the robber
cannot enter R through this edge P , because the set P ∩ R of vertices of P that are
in R are also in S and remain thus off-limits for the robber both during and after the
move of the marshals.
Assuming that condition (a) is satisfied, it is easy to see that to make sure that the
escape space has shrunk after the move of the marshals, it suffices to require that the new
marshal position S covers at least one vertex of the former escape space C R , formally:
(b) (

[

S) ∩ CR 6= ∅.

In fact, Condition (a) already guarantees that the escape space cannot become larger.
Condition (b) requires that some vertex of the former escape space be covered by the
marshals after the move, and thus the escape space must shrink. Notice that the original
escape
space CR , after the move of the marshals from R to S may be split into several
S
[ S]-components C1 , C2 , . . . , Ci , . . .
Figure 4 shows (a high-level description of) the algorithm k-decomp. This algorithm tries to construct a winning strategy for k marshals to win the R&Ms game on an
input hypergraph H. Such a winning strategy is constructed in an alternating fashion by
the procedure k-decomposable(CR, R) which
S has as parameters a marshals position R
(i.e. a set of ≤ k hyperedges of H), and an [ R]-component CR which is the current
escape space where the robber is to be chased. The procedure guesses (as an existential
computation) in Step 1 a marshals position S, and checks in Steps 2.a and 2.b, whether

this position is correct according to the above discussed conditions (a) and (b), respectively. The algorithm then determines (in Step 3) the new components determined by
the S-position of the marshals and recursively checks if the k marshals have a winning
strategy for each of these components C by calling k-decomposable(C, S). The algorithm accepts if this is the case and rejects otherwise. This part is clearly a universal
computation.
The algorithm is initialized (MAIN program) by the call k-decomposable(V (H), ∅)
where V (H) is the initial escape space consisting of the entire vertex set of H, and
where the initial marshals position is the empty set, i.e., where no hyperedge is occupied
by a marshal. The correctness of the algorithm follows easily from the characterization
of hypertree-width through the R&Ms game (Theorem 2). A direct proof (not involving
the R&Ms game) is given in [16].

ALTERNATING ALGORITHM k-decomp
Input: A non-empty Hypergraph H = (V (H), E(H)).
Result: “Accept”, if H has k-bounded hypertree-width; “Reject”, otherwise.
Procedure k-decomposable(CR : SetOfVertices, R: SetOfHyperedges)
begin
1) Guess a set S ⊆ E(H) of k elements at most;
2) Check that all the following conditions
hold:
S
S
2.a) ∀P
S ∈ edges(CR ), (P ∩ R) ⊆ S and
2.b) ( S) ∩ CR 6= ∅
3) If the check above fails Then HaltSand Reject; Else
Let C := {C ⊆ V (H) | C is a [ S]-component and C ⊆ CR };
4) If, for each C ∈ C, k-decomposable(C, S)
Then Accept
Else Reject
end;
begin(* MAIN *)
Accept if k-decomposable(V (H), ∅)
end.

Figure 4. A non-deterministic algorithm deciding k-bounded hypertree-width

A position U of k S
marshals can be stored as k pointers to (or indices of) hyperedges of H, and, each [ U ]-component can be identified through a single vertex. Thus
the workspace required at the global level of the initial and each recursive activation
of k-decomp is logarithmic in the size of the input hypergraph H. Thus k-decomp
can be implemented on an alternating Turing machine using logarithmic workspace,
which proves that the associated decision problem is solvable in polynomial time. Actually, a witness of a successful computation corresponds to a hypertree decomposition
in NF, thus k-decomp can actually be implemented on a logspace ATM having polynomially bounded tree-size, cf. [27], and therefore deciding whether hw(H) ≤ k for a
hypergraph H is actually in the low complexity class LOGCFL. This is the class of all

problems that are logspace-reducible to a context-free language. LOGCFL is a subclass
of the class AC1 of highly parallelizable problems.
Theorem 3 ([13]). Deciding whether a hypergraph H has k-bounded hypertree-width
is in LOGCFL.
From an accepting computation of the algorithm of Figure 4 we can efficiently extract a NF hypertree decomposition. Since an accepting computation tree of a boundedtreesize logspace ATM can be computed in (the functional version of) LOGCFL [12],
we obtain the following:
Theorem 4 ([13]). Computing a k-bounded hypertree decomposition (if any) of a hypergraph H is in LLOGCFL , i.e., in functional LOGCFL.
As for sequential algorithms, a polynomial time algorithm opt-k-decomp which,
for a fixed k, decides whether a hypergraph has k-bounded hypertree-width and, in
this case, computes an optimal, i.e., smallest width hypertree decomposition in normal
form is described in [14]. The opt-k-decomp algorithm is obtained by “uprolling”
k-decomp in a sequential bottom-up fashion using polynomial space for storing intermediate results while pruning non-optimal partial decompositions. As for many other
decomposition methods, the running time of this algorithm to find the hypergraph decomposition is exponential in the parameter k. More precisely, opt-k-decomp runs
in O(m2k v 2 ) time, where m and v are the number of edges and the number of vertices
of H, respectively.
In the next section we will show that the constant k in the exponent of the runtime
for computing a hypertree decomposition can most likely not be eliminated.

5 Complexity of Hypertree-Width Computation
In this section we show that determining whether hw(H) ≤ k is NP-complete and actually fixed-parameter intractable (FP-intractable) with respect to the parameter k. It
follows that, unless some unexpected collapse of FP classes occurs, we cannot eliminate
the parameter k from the exponent of the runtime of any algorithm deciding whether a
hypergraph H has hypertree-width k, or computing (if possible) a hypertree decomposition of width k of H.
The theory of fixed-parameter tractability or intractability is extensively described
in [8]. A problem P is fixed-parameter tractable (FP-tractable) w.r.t. parameter k if
there exists a function f and a constant c such that P can be solved in time O(f (k)n c ),
where n is the input size and where f (k) depends only on k and c is a fixed constant independent of k. To prove that a problem is not fixed-parameter tractable (FPintractable) one usually reduces another problem, known to be FP-intractable, to it via
a parametric reduction (see [8]). Such a reduction involves a standard polynomial time
reduction f between problem instances, and a mapping g between the parameters.
There is a hierarchy W[1], W[2], W[3], . . . , the so called W-hierarchy, of classes
of parameterized problems that are conjectured to be FP-intractable. A well-known
FP-intractable problem at the second level W[2] of this hierarchy is the SET COVER

problem. An instance of SET COVER consists of a hypergraph H = (V, E) and an
integer k ≤ |E|. The problem is to decide
S whether there exists a set K ⊆ E of k
hyperedges covering V (H), i.e., such that e∈K e = V (H). The parameter here is k.
By FP-reducing SET COVER to the problem of checking whether hw(H) ≤ k, we can
prove that the latter is W[2]-hard as well. Given that SET COVER (for non-constant
parameter k) is NP-hard, the same transformation gives us as a side result that checking
whether hw(H) ≤ k is NP-hard in case k is not constant.
Theorem 5. The problem of deciding whether for a hypergraph H, hw(H) ≤ k is
NP-complete and W[2]-hard wrt. parameter k. The same complexity results hold for
determining whether ghw(H) ≤ k.
Proof. We state the proof for hypertree-width (hw). First note that the problem is obviously in NP. To show that it is NP-complete and W [2]-hard, it suffices to FP-reduce
SET COVER to it. Consider an instance I of SET COVER given by a hypergraph
H = (V, E) and an integer k ≤ |E|. Let us define a new hypergraph H 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as
follows: V 0 = V × {1, . . . , 2k + 1},


E 0 = {(v, i), (w, j)} (v, i), (w, j) ∈ V 0 ∪ e × {1, 2, . . . , 2k + 1} e ∈ E .
We claim that H has a set cover of size ≤ k iff H 0 has hypertree-width ≤ k.
The “only if” part is almost trivial to see. Indeed, if there exists a set cover K of
size k of H, then a hypertree decomposition of width k of H 0 is constituted by a tree T
consisting of a single node t such that χ(t) = V 0 and λ(t) = {e × {1, 2, . . . , 2k + 1} |
e ∈ K}.
To see the “if” part of the claim, assume there exists a hypertree decomposition
(T, χ, λ) of width k of H 0 . Then, by construction of H 0 , there must exist a decomposition vertex t of T such that χ(t) = V 0 . In fact, H 0 contains as subhypergraph the clique
obtained by pairwise relating all vertices of V 0 , and thus any tree decomposition of E 0
must contain a block containing all vertices of V 0 . Let
S = {e ∈ E | e × {1, 2, . . . , 2k + 1} ∈ λ(t)}.
Then |S| ≤ |λ(t)| ≤ k. We will next show that for each v ∈ V there exists some e ∈ S
such that v ∈ e, thus S is a set cover of size ≤ k of H.
Assume thus that there exists a v ∈ V such that there is no e ∈ S for which v ∈ e.
Then the elements (v, 1), (v, 2), . . . , (v, 2k +1) of V 0 = χ(t) must be covered by edges
in λ(t) of the form {v 0 , w0 } where v 0 , w0 ∈ V 0 . But for covering 2k+1 elements by such
pairs, at least k + 1 such pairs would be necessary, which contradicts our assumption
that |λ(t)| ≤ k.
The reduction from H to H 0 is computable in time O(k · |H|) and is thus an FPreduction.
The same arguments apply if we use the notion of generalized hypertree-width
(ghw) instead of hypertree-width (hw). In fact, we have nowhere in this proof made
use of the special condition which distinguishes hw from ghw.
t
u

6 Comparing Hypertree-Width to other Hypergraph Invariants
A hypergraph invariant f is (at least) as good as invariant g, if there exists a constant
c such that whenever for a hypergraph H, g(H) = k, then f (H) ≤ c · k. We say that f
strongly dominates g if f is at least as good as g and there is a class H of hypergraphs
for which f is bounded (i.e., ∃k ∀H ∈ H : f (H) ≤ k), but g is unbounded. We say
that two invariants f and g are equivalent if each is as good as the other one.
We start by discussing some hypergraph invariants that are generalizations of sophisticated graph invariants, and then report some results on comparing invariants used
in Constraint Satisfaction, Artificial Intelligence and Database Theory to hypertreewidth.
Hyperlinkedness. Let H be a hypergraph, M ⊆ E(H) and C ⊆ V (H). C is M big, if it intersects more than half of the edges of M , that is, |{e ∈ M | e ∩ C 6=
S
|
∅} > |M
S has at most one M -big connected
2 . Note that if S ⊆ E(H), then H \
component. Let k ≥ 0 be an integer.
A
set
M
⊆
E(H)
is k-hyperlinked, if for any set
S
S ⊆ E(H) with |S| < k, H \ S has an M -big component. The largest k for which H
contains a k-hyperlinked set is called hyperlinkedness of H, hlink(H). Hyperlinkedness
is an adaptation of the linkedness of a graph [25] to the setting of hypergraphs.
Brambles. Let H be a hypergraph. Sets X1 , X2 ⊆ V (H) touch if X1 ∩ X2 6= ∅
or there exists an e ∈ E(H) such that e ∩ X1 6= ∅ and e ∩ X2 6= ∅. A bramble of H
is a set B of pairwise touching connected subsets of V (H). This is defined in analogy
to brambles of graphs [25]. The hyper-order of a bramble
B is the least integer k such
S
that there exists a set R ⊆ E(H) with |R| = k and R ∩ X 6= ∅ for all X ∈ B. The
hyperbramble number hbramble-no(H) of H is the maximum of the hyper-orders of
all brambles of H.
Theorem 6 ([2]). For each hypergraph H, hlink(H) ≤ hbramble-no(H) ≤ mw(H) ≤
ghw(H) ≤ mon-mw(H) = hw(H) ≤ 3 · hlink(H) + 1.
Corollary 61 The hypergraph invariants hlink, hbramble-no, mw, ghw, mon-mw,
and hw are all equivalent.
Of particular interest is the result that the generalized hypertree-width ghw(H) of
a hypergraph H is at most a factor 3 smaller than the hypertree-width hw(H). This
is important, because while it is currently an open problem whether ghw(H) ≤ k
is decidable in polynomial time for constants k, the notion of generalized hypertreewidth is by many considered the best possible measure of cyclicity of a hypergraph. For
example, Cohen, Jeavons, and Gyssens [4] recently introduced a general framework
for hypergraph decomposition in the context of which they introduced the concept of
an acyclic guarded cover as their most general considered decomposition guaranteeing
tractability of the underlying problems (i.e., satisfying the above Condition 3). It turns
out, however, that an acyclic guarded cover can be equivalently defined as the set of
nodes of a generalized hypertree decomposition, and that the corresponding notion of
width precisely coincides with the notion of generalized hypertree-width. This provides
further evidence of the naturalness and importance of this notion.
The following hypergraph invariants were considered in AI, and, in particular, in
the area of constraint processing.

Biconnected Components (short: BICOMP) [9]. Any graph G = (V, E) can be
decomposed into a pair hT, χi, where T is a tree, and the labeling function χ associates
to each vertex of T a biconnected component of G. The biconnected width of a hypergraph H, denoted by BICOMP-width(H), is the maximum number of vertices over the
biconnected components of the primal graph of H.
Cycle Cutset and Hypercutset (short: CUTSET) [5]. A cycle cutset of a hypergraph H is a set S ⊆ V (H) such that the subhypergraph of H induced by V (H) − S is
acyclic. The CUTSET-width of H is the minimum cardinality over all its possible cycle
cutsets. A generalization of this is the method of hypercutsets, short HYPERCUTSET (for
a definition, see [15]).
Tree Clustering (short: TCLUSTER) [7]. The tree clustering method is based on a
triangulation algorithm which transforms the primal graph G = (V, E) of any hypergraph H into a chordal graph G0 . The maximal cliques of G0 are then used to build the
hyperedges of an acyclic hypergraph H 0 . The tree-clustering width (short: TCLUSTER
width) of H is 1 if H is an acyclic hypergraph; otherwise it is equal to the maximum
cardinality over the cliques of the chordal graph G0 .
The Hinge Method (HINGE) [19,18]. This is an interesting decomposition method
generalizing acyclic hypergraphs. For space reasons, we omit a formal definition. Computing the HINGE-width of a hypergraph is feasible in polynomial time [19,18]. One
can also combine the methods HINGE and TCLUSTER, yielding the more general method
HINGETCLUSTER.
Theorem 7 ([15]). Hypertree-width strongly dominates treewidth, BICOMP-width, CUTSETwidth, HYPERCUTSET-width, TCLUSTER-width, HINGE-width, and HINGE TCLUSTER-width.

7 Heuristics for Hypertree Decomposition
Recall that the algorithm opt-k-decomp decides, for a fixed k, whether a given hypergraph has k-bounded hypertree-width and, if so, computes a hypertree decomposition of minimal width. Although opt-k-decomp runs in polynomial time, it is too
slow and needs a huge amount of space when applied to large hypergraphs. Therefore,
recent research focuses on heuristic approaches for the construction of hypertree decompositions. Of particular interest is the application of well-known heuristics from
other areas to hypertree decomposition.
Recall that a hypertree decomposition is in principle the same as a tree decomposition satisfying two additional conditions. The first one leads from a tree decomposition to a generalized
S hypertree decomposition and says that for every t ∈ V (T ) it
holds that χ(t) ⊆ λ(t), and the second one is the special condition leading from a
generalized hypertree decomposition to a hypertree decomposition. Note that the special condition was introduced in order to be able to prove the polynomial runtime
of opt-k-decomp. Hence, the special condition can be ignored when considering
heuristic algorithms, and thus, one actually aims at computing generalized hypertree
decompositions by using heuristics.
So, when constructing hypertree decompositions via tree decomposition heuristics,
there is only one additional condition we have to satisfy. This condition forces the λlabels to cover the χ-labels. A natural approach to obtain a hypertree decomposition

from a tree decomposition is therefore to implement this condition in a straight-forward
way by set covering, i.e., to use set covering algorithms in order to compute the λ-labels
of the hypertree decomposition based on the χ-labels given by the tree decomposition.
In this way, it is possible to use tree decomposition heuristics (together with set covering
heuristics) for the heuristic construction of hypertree decompositions.
This approach was firstly applied by McMahan [23] who obtained surprisingly good
results within a small amount of time. McMahan used Bucket Elimination [6] in combination with several variable ordering heuristics. Obviously, to construct hypertree
decompositions in this way, any underlying tree decomposition method can be used.
Moreover, also branch decomposition heuristics are applicable [28], since every branch
decomposition of width k can be transformed into a tree decomposition of width at
most 3k/2 [26].
Another approach for heuristic hypertree decomposition is dual to the above ones
in the sense that we obtain a hypertree where the λ-labels are given and appropriate
χ-labels have to be set. This can be easily achieved by building a tree decomposition of
the dual graph. The dual graph of a hypergraph is obtained by creating a vertex for each
hyperedge and connecting two vertices if the corresponding hyperedges have a common
vertex. This dual graph, however, has too many edges for our purposes, i.e., the resulting
hypertree-width would be higher than necessary. Moreover, a hypertree decomposition
resulting from this procedure is always a query decomposition [13] whose width is
always larger than or equal to the hypertree-width of a hypergraph. However, by using
pre- and post-processing heuristics, it is possible to overcome both problems.
Finally, let us mention a further heuristic approach. It is based on hypergraph clustering resp. hypergraph partitioning. There exist several heuristics in the literature for
building clusters of strongly connected hyperedges in a hypergraph such that there are as
less hyperedges as possible between the clusters. By using such methods, it is possible
to construct a hypertree decomposition in such a way that the clusters are recursively
partitioned and in each step a special hyperedge is added [21]. During this process,
for each cluster a hypertree-node is created whose λ-labels are exactly the hyperedges
separating the subclusters of the current cluster. Afterwards, it is possible to connect
these hypertree-nodes in such a way that the resulting hypertree is indeed a hypertree
decomposition of the hypergraph (cf. [21]).

8 Applications
There are many problems in various domains of Computer Science whose underlying structure is best described as a hypergraph and that are efficiently solvable if this
structure is acyclic. We next show that, for most of them, the notion of (generalized)
hypertree-width provides a technique for solving efficiently large classes of instances
that were believed to be intractable, according to previous known methods.
A very important example of such problems is the NP-hard Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP), which is an important goal of AI research. Constraint satisfaction is a
central issue of problem solving and has an impressive spectrum of applications [24].
A constraint (Si , Ri ) consists of a constraint scope Si , i.e., a list of variables, and an
associated constraint relation ri containing the legal combinations of values. A CSP

consists of a set {(S1 , r1 ), (S2 , r2 ), . . . , (Sq , rq )} of constraints whose variables may
overlap. A solution to a CSP consists of an assignment of values to all variables such
that all constraints are simultaneously satisfied. By solving a CSP we mean determining
whether the problem has a solution at all (i.e., checking for constraint satisfiability),
and, if so, compute one solution.
Example 3. Consider the CSP I a consisting of constraints {C1a , . . . , C9a } where, for
each constraint Cia , the constraint relation ria encodes some required property for the
variables occurring together in the corresponding scope Sia , and the constraint scopes
are the following: S1a (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8); S2a (12, 16, 17, 18, 19); S3a (7, 9, 10); S4a (1, 11,
17, 19); S5a (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6); S6a (5, 6, 7, 8, 9); S7a (12, 15, 16, 18, 19); S8a (12, 13, 14,
15, 18, 19); S9a (11, 12, 17, 18, 19).
The constraint hypergraph of a CSP I is the hypergraph H(I) whose vertices are
the variables of the CSP and whose hyperedges are the sets of all those variables which
occur together in a constraint scope. It is well known that CSPs with acyclic constraint
hypergraphs are polynomially solvable [5]. For instance, our example CSP instance I a
is acyclic, as its hypergraph has a join tree. In fact, it is easy to check that the tree shown
in Figure 1 (on the right) is a join tree of hypergraph H(I a ). Intuitively, the efficient behavior of acyclic instances is due to the fact that they can be evaluated by processing any
of their join trees bottom-up by performing upward semijoins (in database lingo) [30].
That is, starting from the leaves, for each vertex v of the tree, we may filter out of its
parent p(v) the tuples of values from p(v)’s constraint relation that do not match with
any tuple in the relation of v. At the end, if the relation in the root is not empty, we know
that the given instance has a solution. This procedure takes O(nm log m) time, where
m is the size of the largest relation and n is the number of constraints. Note that we do
not distinguish here among join tree vertices and constraints, because join tree vertices
correspond to hyperedges and hence to constraints (assuming, w.l.o.g., that there is no
pair of constraints with exactly the same scopes). Recall that in general even computing
small outputs, e.g. just one solution, requires exponential time (unless P = NP) [3],
indeed the typical worst case cost for CSP algorithms is O(mn−1 log m).
The idea behind CSP algorithms based on generalized hypertree decompositions is
to transform a CSP I into an equivalent acyclic CSP I 0 , by organizing its scopes into
a polynomial number of clusters that may suitably be arranged as a tree. Consider a
generalized hypertree decomposition of H(I) and some vertex v of this decomposition.
We can combine the constraints in λ(v) in a unique constraint over the only variables
listed in χ(v). Building this fresh constraint takes O(m|λ(v)|−1 log m) time. It is easy
to see that, after this phase, we get a new CSP instance I 0 , which is acyclic and solution
equivalent to the original instance I. Therefore, we can eventually solve this instance
in time O(n0 mw−1 log m), where w is the decomposition-width and n0 is the number
of vertices in the decomposition tree, which is bounded by the number of hypergraph
vertices (CSP variables). Note that, for classes of CSPs having small (bounded) width,
solving these problems by exploiting hypertree decompositions may lead to a tremendous speed-up. Indeed, hypertrees with the smallest width say to us precisely the best
way of combining together constraints of I, in order to obtain a nice acyclic equivalent
instance to be solved efficiently.
Example 4. Consider a CSP instance I c with the following constraint scopes:

S1 (1, 2, 3); S2 (1, 4, 5, 6); S3 (3, 4, 7, 8); S4 (5, 7); S5 (6, 8, 9); S6 (7, 9, 10); S7 (5, 9);
S8 (1, 11); S9 (11, 12, 18); S10 (12, 13, 19); S11 (13, 14); S12 (14, 15, 18); S13 (15, 16,
19); S14 (16, 17, 18); S15 (1, 17, 19);
The associated hypergraph H(I c ) is shown in Figure 1. The generalized hypertreewidth of this hypergraph is 2 and a decomposition having this (optimal) width is shown
in Figure 1, on the left. Following the “instructions” encoded in this decomposition, we
build exactly the acyclic instance I a in Example 3. Then, by exploiting hypertrees, we
know that I c may be solved in O(9m log m) time, in the worst case, which is clearly
quite good, if compared with the traditional worst case O(m14 log m).
Though we focused on constraint satisfiability, all the above considerations immediately apply to a large number of important problems that, as CSP, are efficiently solvable
if their hypergraph structure is acyclic. We just mention here a few examples, such as the
game theory problem of computing pure Nash equilibria in graphical games [10], and
various database problems, e.g., the problem of conjunctive query containment [20], or
the problem of evaluating Boolean conjunctive queries over a relational database [22]
(for a discussion of this and other equivalent problems, see [11]).

9 Open Problems and Future Research
We believe that hypertree decompositions and hypertree-width are interesting concepts
deserving further investigations. The following problems are of particular interest: (1) Is
it possible to check whether ghw(H) ≤ k in polynomial time for each constant k?
(2) Are there other hypergraph invariants (and associated decompositions) that fulfill the
three criteria given in Section 1 and that strongly generalize hypertree-width? (3) Can
we find a deterministic algorithm for computing a k-width hypertree decomposition
whose worst case runtime is significantly better than n2k ? (4) Is it possible to find
some heuristic method for computing “good” hypertree decompositions for an overwhelmingly large number of realistic examples stemming from various applications?
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